**Briefly**

Moon ships after probe query

WASHINGTON (UPI) - Evangelical church leaders met with the United States Senate Foreign Relations Committee Thursday to protest recently released documents indicating that intelligence agencies had little regard for the role of the moon in world affairs.

Another member of the group said he believed the committee would investigate the matter further.

**Johnston County Auditor Thomas Suslick reads the early returns as an assistant today night of the Johnston County Courthouse.
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Prop. 13 winning

Case losses
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**Prop. 13** — which slashes property taxes by 80 per cent — was voted down Tuesday night, but most observers said the issue was not decisive enough to stop the momentum of conservative candidates in the lower echelons of the state and local government.

The radical proposal drastically cut property taxes and eliminated most local and regional taxes, including the gasoline tax. It also eliminated most school aids, which many people said would mean a decline in educational standards.

The proposal was defeated in California by a large margin, and observers said it could have a similar effect in the rest of the state and nation.

While the result was a historic victory for the Union of Right-to-Lives, it was not a final victory for the initiative campaign.

The U. S. Senate voted 51 to 49 to approve the measure.

Glitch wins; Doderer loses

**New York's Mayor** — which had been approved by the fortieth Congress, was defeated by Rep. Arthur Neu, who is retiring to run for the Democratic nomination for governor in 1975.

Fitzgerald wins; Doderer loses

The congressman said his subcommittee would investigate the matter further.

**Yankees' pitcher Van Nostrand** — who is running for a seat in the House of Representatives, was defeated by Rep. Arthur Neu, who is retiring to run for the Democratic nomination for governor in 1975.
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House ofifies lots of cash
for spv units’ operations

WASHINGTON (UPI) - The House, voting without opposition, was hearing a house check, with only one dissenting vote, to prohibit special cash payments to60
military personnel in any one year for unique or unusual operations of the CIA and other intelligence agencies in fiscal 1979.

The vote was 435-0.

The amounts authorized will be $1.75 million for the CIA, the legislature authorized $1.5 million for the CIA, the legislature authorized $100 million for the Defense Intelligence Agency, National Security Agency, Army Intelligence Department, Energy Department, the CIA, and the Drug Enforcement Administration.
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Low MCAT scores recalibrated

By BOB ROBERTSON
Staff Writer

A scoring error by the makers of the Medical College Admissions Test (MCAT) resulted in the original test scores being recalculated.

"The mistake was discovered after some students in Iowa were sent their scores," said Elizabeth Halsey, director of contract operations, that the American Institute for Medical Colleges had made a mistake in the scoring process.

"They unlocked the truck and found that in addition, 5 days after "surprise" audits were made it was found that the American Institute had made a mistake in the scoring process," said Elizabeth Halsey, director of contract operations, that the American Institute for Medical Colleges had made a mistake in the scoring process.

"The mistake was discovered after some students in Iowa were sent their scores," said Elizabeth Halsey, director of contract operations, that the American Institute for Medical Colleges had made a mistake in the scoring process.

"They unlocked the truck and found that in addition, 5 days after "surprise" audits were made it was found that the American Institute had made a mistake in the scoring process," said Elizabeth Halsey, director of contract operations, that the American Institute for Medical Colleges had made a mistake in the scoring process.

"The mistake was discovered after some students in Iowa were sent their scores," said Elizabeth Halsey, director of contract operations, that the American Institute for Medical Colleges had made a mistake in the scoring process.

"They unlocked the truck and found that in addition, 5 days after "surprise" audits were made it was found that the American Institute had made a mistake in the scoring process," said Elizabeth Halsey, director of contract operations, that the American Institute for Medical Colleges had made a mistake in the scoring process.
**Electric church**

Somewhere between the cosmic fringes of the conventional House of Divine Intelligence, lie the halls of American Protestantism. That old-time religion has had a genealogy that has made it a family of faiths and beliefs expanded. Its branches have spread like the roots of a tree, embracing many different beliefs and practices. It is estimated the "electric church" as we know it in the United States of America, has some 120,000 churches, and a membership of over 70 million people.

In Chicago, a professor of the national headquarters of most established churches of the United States of America, has taken yet another step down the road of commercialism. (Have you ever seen a church Riot put down? I have). Many of the charges have been phenomenal.

One of the most prominent charges has been that of the "electric church." This charge is commonly referred to as riotous behavior by its opponents. Religious media are the same as any other business, and it is nothing more than a form of greed.

The United States government has taken many of the charges seriously when it comes to the operation of the religious media.

No one would dispute the right of the United States government to see if those who are in the prestigious position of "holy" status are not being exploited or taken advantage of. Subsequently, any arrangements made, such as the ones mentioned, must be done so under the guidance of the government.

In the United States government, there is a special committee set up to see if the governmental affairs of the religious media are being manipulated. This particular set of arrangements were made.

---

**Right to work wins again**

The National Right to Work effort launched the other day in downtown Chicago, was a success. In fact, it was a success in a very broad sense. The company that organized the effort to take on the unions has shown that it can be done.

For the workers, it means freedom of association. (Have you ever seen a labor strike put down? I have). Many of the charges have been phenomenal.

In the United States, the right to work has been a controversial issue. Many have argued that it is essential for the workers to have the freedom to associate with others who share similar interests. The right to work movement has gained popularity in recent years, with many who believe that it is important to have the freedom to work without being forced to join a union.

In the United States, the right to work movement has been successful in many states. The movement has gained momentum, and it is likely to continue to grow in the future. It is important to continue to support the right to work movement and to ensure that workers have the freedom to choose their own representatives.

---

**Readers: Abortion, saving money is easier**

The issue of abortion is a complex and sensitive one. It is important to have a balanced and respectful discussion about this issue. The purpose of the following letter is to highlight some points that may be relevant to this discussion.

Dear Editor,

I write to you today to express my concern about the treatment of women in our society. The issue of abortion is a sensitive one, and it is important to have a respectful and balanced discussion about this issue.

I believe that women should have the right to choose whether or not to continue a pregnancy. The decision to continue a pregnancy should be made by the woman, and it is important to support her in this decision.

In my opinion, the idea of saving money is easier than saving lives. The cost of providing healthcare and other resources for those in need is significant. It is important to consider this when making decisions about how to allocate resources.

Sincerely,

[Your Name]

---

**Letters**

**Inefficiency**

To the Editor:

I write to you today to express my concern about the treatment of women in our society. The issue of abortion is a sensitive one, and it is important to have a respectful and balanced discussion about this issue.

I believe that women should have the right to choose whether or not to continue a pregnancy. The decision to continue a pregnancy should be made by the woman, and it is important to support her in this decision.

In my opinion, the idea of saving money is easier than saving lives. The cost of providing healthcare and other resources for those in need is significant. It is important to consider this when making decisions about how to allocate resources.

Sincerely,

[Your Name]
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Amplifiers, Receivers & Tuners

Magnet 220W-am-plifier

1985 Yamaha CP-211 $305 125

Yamaha CA-400 amp

279 189

Pioneer ST-3450 am-fm receiver

275 169

Sony TA-150 amp

250 200

Pioneer TF-6000 tuner

(1 each)

210 160

During 1978, 9:00 am.

Continued...
Horner leads off pro draft

NEW YORK (UPI) — The 1975 draft, which picked off the home run hitter's dream, might have been telegraphed by the last vestige of the long ball, close to collapse itself as a league of power. The slam-hitting era, a long time coming to baseball's opening day, had begun as a home run hitter's dream but being dashed in a few weeks. He was originally drafted by the Oakland A's in 1965. 

The Braves hope Horner will follow in a line of power-hitting infielders that includes Hall of Famer Eddie Mathews, Dave Johnson and Danny Gisan. 

Four minor league teams were drafted four times. 

Miami and the second pick, Steve Braun, are left-handed hitting first baseman out of California State, Fullerton, Cali., High School. The UCLA Jays branched off with an outfielder, Orlando Cordero out of Long Island University, Brooklyn, N.Y. 

After the Mets chose Brooks, the fifth pick, winning right-handed Mike HPugos of Valley High School, Las Vegas, Nev. 

New Look Orioles of Southern California was the last college pitcher taken and the 11th player overall when the right-hander was picked by Boston. Cleared off the books as a top ten, short outfielder Kirk Gibson of Michigan State, is an outstanding baseball prospect who intends to play for the Seattle baseball team this fall. 

The New York Yankees selected an outfielder. The National League, with power, is a reasoning.
Motta: No more for Sonics

SEATTLE (UPI) - When the basketball curtain went down on the final act of the Seattle SuperSonics era Sunday, it came to atrack of the Seattle Supers.

"This is the final time Seattle has ever faced a Seattle SuperSonics team," said Motta during the, "They happened to be a great, great team...they always had a tough season..."

With the Sonics and the Seattle SuperSonics now abruptly split, Motta has his new team - the Denver Nuggets - taking the floor for the first time since 1967.

Seattle and Denver will be meeting with a 2,134 matching SuperSonics. The game was over in a final playoff series.

The Nuggets lead was an average of 30 points in three games by a total of 60 points. Such a division has never been seen before.

The SuperSonics had 92 points in their victory, while the Nuggets had six points in their loss.

"The team has a lot of pride," said Motta. "We're going to play our best."

The Sonics started the game on fire, scoring 20 points in the first quarter...a difference of 20.

The Nuggets made three field goals and lost both minutes of game 1 (even with Denver) and were down 10 all the rest of the game.

"We need to get more conservative for the final game," said Motta. "It's going to come on and play our game. You don't get into a championship..."

In the second half, the Nuggets continued to play the Sonics at the same level...nothing to be said there.

"We've got the Sonics playing basketball...take that game," said Motta. "This is a big game in San Francisco."

"There's not the key person on Seattle's side but we're going to do our best," said Motta. "We're going to do our best..."

The Sonics finished the game 76-24, while the Nuggets were 72-30. The difference was 20.

At the end of the game, the Sonics had 92 points in their victory, while the Nuggets had six points in their loss.

"The SuperSonics started out fast," said Motta. "They had their way with the Sonics..."
Bradley sparkles; Case stunned

The City swanned all over the area stressed their political seat. And as a member of the original 74th House District seats...

Small, Woolums victrors

By ROD ROBERTS
City Editor

Jean Lypchych and Pat Graney finished first and second in the Democratic primary to oppose incumbent Republican Mayor Donald Krall in the general election for the 2nd District seat. Dukas and Ribis ran unopposed in the GOP ballot.

Woolums, former Johnson County Republican chairman, is the top vote-getter each serving a 4-year term.

DAILY IOWAN SUMMER HOURS
8 am to 4 pm Monday - Friday

QUESTION: Which of these two checks will be easier to use in Iowa City?

Iowa City State Bank

- Special -
- 1 dozen Roses
Regular $15 value
Now $3/doz

IOWA STATE BANK & TRUST COMPANY
MEMBER FDIC

Proposition 13

June Special

FREE PUMP OR FREE LOCK & CABLE

customer choice, $12.00 value with the purchase of any quality 10 speed.

Azuki, Fiji, Trek, Astro-Dalmar, Centurian.
We specialize on servicing 10 speeds.

Quality Service, Quality Bikes.

372 South Gilbert
391-8377
Iowa City

Eicher florist

14 South Dubuque
414 Oxford Ave. & Commercial Center
5-6 Daily

June Special
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The City swanned all over the area stressed their political seat. And as a member of the original 74th House District seats. County Republican grassroots efforts of knocking groups. Incumbents in both races, Iowans strongly demanded that once we decided who will run in November, we all Join in campaigns which focused on the important, Woolums added. About a month ago, Bill and Jan Woolums, of Ankeny, announced Republic candidates...

President of the University of Iowa...

"Isn't the answer obvious?"

There are some very good reasons why you should have a checking account in Iowa City. With an Iowa State Bank checking account, you will have the economy of a merchant check-cashing charge. You will also have the convenience of his bank& speed of service. At Iowa State Bank checking account will make your stay in Iowa City a pleasant one. And don't forget, we provide you with a FREE PHOTO ID, with your account.

Buckman's Taxidermy

102 S. Clinton
Main Office

DOWNTOWN AUTO BANK
325 S. Clinton

102 S. Clinton

MARK'S AUTO BANK
325 S. Clinton
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